Professional Backup with Data Off-Site Storage, ﬁnally easy!
RDX Removable Media from Overland-Tandberg & P5 Backup from Archiware
Many companies only recognize how valuable their data is once they’ve lost it. More than 80 % of companies that suffer a major
data loss ﬁle for bankruptcy within two years, based on a study in the US.

Setting up an automatic backup is easy. Tandberg Data RDX + P5 Backup software from Archiware provides automatic backup, including
the off-site storage of data for professional security. Conﬁguration and restore from the browser interface allows ﬂexibility and an overview
of the secured data. Professional backup with off-site data storage has never been so easy.

Backup with Off-Site Storage
1 Server
The combination of Overland-Tandberg’s RDX and P5
Backup provides automatic Workstation and Server
Backup. High security requirements are simple and
inexpensive to implement, with rotation of media to
achieve maximum security for corporate data.
Alternating Backup provides a backup even in the case
of omitting a media change.
Three media – in use, in transit, and stored – guarantee that your data is never at risk of being in the same place. The result: quick,
automated backup combined with off-site data storage to fulﬁll the requirements of professional data safety.

Larger Backup with Data Off-Site Storage
4 Server
Larger amounts of data can be protected automatically
with the RDX QuikStation, which manages multiple
media. P5 Backup can then use up to eight cartridges for
backup and restore. Storing data off-site provides
maximum security. Previous ﬁle versions and backups are
also available for users to restore, if necessary.
Interrupted backups are completed automatically.
Alternating Backup offers a backup, even if a medium
change is accidentally omitted. Three mediums – in use, in transit, and stored – guarantee that your data is never at risk of being in the
same place. The RDX QuikStation + P5 Backup work together to secure mid-sized environments automatically and conveniently.

Options, Conﬁgurations, Interfaces...
We are happy to advise:
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